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Rocket TRUfusion
Enterprise
®

TM

Automated, traceable, secure CAD
and PLM data exchange

Rocket® TRUfusion™ Enterprise takes the friction out of collaborative design by replacing disconnected,
manual data exchange tasks with a single automated process that integrates with key systems for managing
engineering and design data. It’s a simple, cost-effective, complementary solution for companies using
PLM systems such as Siemens Teamcenter® or PTC Windchill™, allowing you to easily and securely manage
exchanges of CAD files and related product design data from within your PLM system.

Benefits/Features
Improve employee productivity

Easy-to-use browser-based portal

For high transaction volume CAD data exchange
and PLM workflow, the potential savings can be
thousands or even tens of thousands of
person-hours/year.

Our portal makes it easy for your supply chain
partners to download the files you send and for
them to send files back to you.

Keep IP out of the wrong hands

Full audit trail

Helps ensure that your IP goes only where it should
and is managed with appropriate attention to data
protection policies by all parties.

Every transaction has a full audit trail so if you do get
errors, you have the information to correct errors
and restart the transactions.

Prevent mistakes, delays, false starts

Supports many standards and systems

Helps prevent accidentally sending the wrong files,
incomplete file packages, sending data to the wrong
person or an old file revision.

We can build file-transfer integrations between
different product design authoring and data
management software, including those
developed in-house.

What our
customers have
to say

Implementing the TRUfusion Enterprise Teamcenter
integration was the logical next step for us in our
journey towards greater automation, productivity,
and accuracy in our PDX. Throughout our established
relationship with Rocket, we’ve received ongoing
support that reassured us we were in good hands,
so we didn’t need to undergo an expensive and timeconsuming transition to a competing solution to get
the capabilities we needed.”
SVEN KAFKA
Engineering Team Leader,
Magna Roof Systems

With Rocket TRUfusion Enterprise you can:
Streamline and automate

Simplify compliance

Streamline your entire product development
process, from RFQ to approval of a
production-ready design.

Using fully-auditable processes, you can better meet
customers’ quality, naming, and security mandates.
Prevent costly errors

Share product design data

Automation inherently drives integrity and accuracy,
because it limits the chance for human error.

Share engineering CAD and related design data in
less time, with lower costs.

Replace disconnected, manual tasks

Improve employee productivity

Automating the product design data exchange
process ensures data integrity and accuracy.

Batch processes through integrations with PLM
and CAD related software free employees for
more valuable work.

Why partner with Rocket Software?

95%

FEWER HUMAN HOURS
SPENT ON DATA EXCHANGE

A Tier 1 automotive supplier
deployed TRUfusion
Enterprise to standardize
and automate the design
data exchange process
across their internal
sites worldwide.

100%
AUTOMATED CAD DESIGN
DATA EXCHANGE

The future won’t wait—modernize today.
Visit RocketSoftware.com
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A leader in thermal
management devices
transformed their entire
process by using TRUfusion
Enterprise, our high-capacity
communications solution for
integrated file transfer.

Learn more

